THE

CHERRY TREE

HOTEL

FUNCTIONS
PARTIES
AND INTIMATE
GATHERINGS

Be it small or large, we’ve got the space for an intimate gathering or a grand event. What’s
more, we don’t charge room hire or a minimum spend, we’re just happy to have your company.
Catering is easy too, as we can flexibly feed your party with as much or as little food as you
would like. Or your friends can fend for themselves from our a la carte menu, the choice is
yours! We have a number of spaces for you to chose from depending on the size and style of
your gathering.

BEER GARDEN
Prime position especially in the summer months situated at the front of the pub on
Balmain Street, our beer garden is great for kicking back and watching the world go by.
This space is ideal for groups of 10 - 25 pax for sit down bevvies and/or a pub feed that can be
ordered straight from our bar menu. Note due to limited space we cannot book this area out
exclusively and the maximum per booking is 25. This area, whilst covered with umbrellas and
an awning is also weather dependent and closes at 11pm nightly due to licensing regulations.

DINING ROOM/FUNCTION SPACE

Our prime space for larger functions, this space can be booked out for seated or
standing functions of up to 60pax (Size of the room and current Covid restrictions
prevent anything more unfortunatetly) If you’re wanting exclusive use of the room the
minimum number is 50 guests otherwise it will be shared space with other punters.
Fully air conditioned this space has no minimum spend or room hire fee, we’re just
happy to have you here. Alas we do require a $200 deposit to secure the booking.
This is to insure against cancellations and any silly or malicious damage by yourself
and or your guests (this includes when you leave the premises). Your deposit can be
included towards your final spend on the day. Food options can either be from our
canape function menu or simply order from the bar menu depending on your needs.
We serve the food so no BYO sorry. Cake & confectionery is fine though.
Music?
The good news is, on Friday & Saturday nights we provide a DJ of the highest quality,
from our revolving roster of musical aficionados. Even better - at no cost to you!
They don’t play any top 40 rubbish so requests are usually out. That’s why we hired
them! Because like our beer, they are masters of their craft! Owing to the acoustics
of the pub, BYO tunes are impossible. However If you do want to bring your own
tunes we can accommodate this for functions outside of Friday and Saturday nights
by connecting say an iPad or iPhone to our back room mixing desk. There’s also a
microphone on hand for speeches.

OTHER QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
*Want to run a bar tab?
No problem What you want included on the tab is totally up to you.
*Minor decorations are generally ok, just run it by us first.
Glitter or sequins? Hell no!
*18th & 21st birthdays, bucks parties, sporting club bonding sessions
& mad Mondays are a BIG no-no.
* Gift bottles of booze are fine but must remain sealed. Any open bottles will be
consumed by the kitchen. Rest assured our Chefs work hard, are frequently thirsty
and will drink anything, even that bottle of cheap savvy b your friend thoughtfully
bought from BWS on the way to your party.
* Your children are welcome, but being a pub, mature guidance is essential.
Your spawn, your responsibility.
* We are bound by the tenants of responsible service of alcohol and by common
sense. So be aware that if people get silly or agro, we’ll wind up the party.
If you are interested in a function here at the Cherry Tree
send us an email nor give us a call with your ideas
and we’d love to chat.
bookingscherrytree@gmail.com
(03)9421 6909

